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Abstract — The Secure Border Gateway Protocol (S-BGP)
is used when two different Autonomous System communicate
with each other and upon reception of UPDATE from
neighbor Autonomous System. A core layer Router in single
Autonomous System called BGP speaker first verifies the
receiving update and signs the full path with own digital
signature and send it to neighbor AS. In Real scenario so
many ASes and Routers communicate to each other. So due
to several digital signatures mandates, large storage require
in router as well as high processor overhead and more time
require for sign generation and verification in S-BGP. In this
paper, we propose a new approach that less burden on BGP
Speaker for verify and generate number of digital signatures
using Autonomous System makes trusted through KDC
server. The Central KDC Server will send master certificate
to validate autonomous system. In this environment each
BGP speaker verify only one sign on each update and verify
path only between itself and neighbor router. After
verification of UPDATE, each BGP speaker sign full path
encrypt routing table with neighbor’s public key, & Neighbor
router decrypt routing table with its private key using RSA
algorithm. So we show that a new scheme can reduce number
of verification to validate path and provide integrity,
confidentiality and authentication with less burden on router
and less time and memory.

Keywords - BGP, KDC, Digital Signature, Autonomus
System, MD5, RSA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is widely used in
internet and all ISPs (internet service provider) implement
BGP routing protocol in core layer router for finding
shortest path with the help of sharing routing table call
UPDATE between neighbor routers. Simple BGP protocol
has several weaknesses. There are no procedure in place to
check integrity, authentication and confidentiality. One
serious problem is that BGP update message can be altered
with and false BGP update messages can be spread. Main
problem is that Malicious BGP speaker may poison the
routing tables of many other well-behaved BGP speakers
by advertising wrong routing information. These types of
attack called denial of service and man-in-the-middle
attacks.

In this paper, we focus on reduce the number of signature
verification, signature generation through central KDC
server, and number of key to verify each update. Existing
approach used HASH code, symmetric and asymmetric key
algorithm and also use distributed and centralized key
distribution. But using this approaches require a prohibitive
amount of processing and memory power, which result in a
significant degradation of the performance of routers that
process a high volume of BGP traffic. Now requirement is

a BGP router needs to process UPDATE messages in less
time and with less storage capacity. Hence, there is need for
another approach to S-BGP that retains the advantages of
digital signatures, integrity, and authentication while
maintaining good performance of internet and BGP routers.
1) BGP Attacks

BGP routers are critical to successful movement of data
in the Internet. Attacks on BGP routers, BGP protocol,
underlying protocols, and network links can disrupt BGP
router operation and cause loss of Internet services (fig –
1). Understanding the attacks that are possible will help
place the various mitigation techniques in context. Attacks
on BGP routers occur at various levels, from attacks on the
underlying TCP protocol to attacks on BGP routers
themselves. Physical attacks on the network may also
occur. [11].

Fig.1. Examples of Normal Route & Malicious route
announcements of BGP.

1) Indicate complete prefix attacks (2) an invalid
path attacks

Attacks on BGP Peering: Attacks can be targeted
directly at the peering link established between two BGP
routers. Since the peering link is built on the underlying
TCP protocol, TCP attacks can be used. The most common
TCP attacks include the TCP RST attack and the TCP
SYN flood attack. The TCP RST attack allows the attacker
to cause a BGP router to drop a peering connection. The
TCP RST packet must be forged using a sequence number
in a certain range, making attack success more probable
than some other TCP attacks. The TCP SYN flood attack
is used to trick the victim router into exhausting its
resources, or bringing up a connection with an invalid
peer. If the TCP implementation on the router does not
protect against the TCP SYN flood attack, the router could
bring down the true peering connection, or the router may
even crash. Since BGP routers exchange various types of
messages during normal operation, an attack can be
mounted via these messages. These messages include the
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OPEN, NOTIFICATION, KEEPALIVE, and UPDATE
messages. The NOTIFICATION message is sent as a
router closes a BGP session to notify the other router of
the reason. Certainly, these messages could be subject to
eavesdropping, which is unauthorized monitoring;
however, more serious attacks are possible if these
messages can be spoofed, modified, replayed, or deleted.
A message is spoofed, if it is sent in a way that hides or
misidentifies the true sender of the message. If there is an
error in the header of a BGP message, this will cause the
receiving BGP router to drop the peering connection. [3] If
the attacker can remove the KEEPALIVE messages from
the data stream, then the peering router may close the
peering link, thinking that the peer router is not alive.
Spoofing a NOTIFICATION message will cause the
peering connection to be dropped immediately by the
receiving router. Replaying a message at a later time can
lead to a valid route being withdrawn, or an unavailable
route being announced.
2) Introduction to BGP Security Techniques

The Security of routing protocols (interior and exterior)
provides methodologies for validating routing information
and route update. Main goals of Internet Routing are 1)
confidentiality of routing update: The principle of
confidentiality specifies that only the BGP speaker and
neighbor AS router should be able to access the contents
of a message. Confidentiality gets compromised if an
unauthorized person is able to access a routing table or
network UPDATE.  2) integrity of routing update: when
the contents of a network UPDATE changed after the BGP
speaker sends it, but before it reaches the intended
recipient, we say that the integrity of the network
UPDATE is lost.3) authentication of routing update:
Authentication mechanisms help establish proof of
identities. The authentication process ensures that the
origin of a routing table or network UPDATE is correctly
identified.[12]

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF S-BGP, SAS-V, SPV, AND TCPK-

SBGP. (OURS)
Integrity Speed Memory

Usage
S-BGP Weak Lowest >SAS-V
SAS-V Weak 2x Speedup =RSA
SPV Strong 13X Largest
TCPK-
SBGP(Ours)

Strong 34X < SPV

II. RELATED WORK

Symmetric Key Approaches to Securing BGP that
assumes for any path of length h, at least one BGP router
is trustworthy, where h is a parameter that can be tuned
according to security requirements. Based on this threat
model, we present two new symmetric key approaches to
securing BGP: the centralized key distribution approach
and the distributed key distribution approach. Comparing
our approaches to the previous SBGP scheme, our

centralized approach has a 98 percent improvement in
signature verification.

Our centralized approach has equivalent signature
generation cost as in SBGP and an improvement in
signature verification.

Comparing our approaches to the previous SPV scheme,
our centralized approach has a improvement in signature
generation and improvement in signature verification. We
also describe practical techniques for increasing the long-
term security and collusion resistance of our key
distribution protocols without increasing the signature
generation and verification costs. By combining our
approaches with previous public key approaches, it is
possible to simultaneously provide an increased level of
security and reduced computation cost [1].

soBGP is another lightweight protection scheme: its
essence is to detect suspicious advertisements using
historical hints, and delay the propagation of them.
Suspicious origin ASes are temporarily assigned a low
preference, and suspicious sub-prefixes are temporarily
ignored. SoBGP creates a database called a secure registry
that containsrecords associating an AS with an IP prefix.
In addition,the registry contains records which specify the
connections between ASes [2].

In KC-X ALGO the origin path scheme, the second
fastest, has limited improvement (about 86.3% reduction),
with reasonable bandwidth cost. This approach can be
applied in conjunction with the other schemes, including
KC-x, to further improve the performance.

All the above schemes, including ours, assume a global
and public-key infrastructure (PKI). However, building
such an infrastructure is challenging. Some efforts have
been made to address this issue, and they are
complementary to our approach. [4]

Secure Path Vector (SPV) is designed to use symmetric
cryptographic mechanisms to provide integrity protection.
While the prefix authentication still relies on PKI, the
route attestation is realized by employing a lightweight
symmetric one-time signature in conjunction with a
Merkle hash tree. SPV is claimed to be a factor of 22
faster than S-BGP, at the price of significantly high storage
demand. Moreover, the fairly complicated design makes it
challenging to implement and deploy SPV in practice. [6]

Pretty Secure BGP (psBGP) represents a new solution
for prefix authentication via the construction of a
decentralized authentication system, rather than a
centralized infrastructure employed by S-BGP. Each AS
maintains a prefix assertion list (PAL), which includes the
address ownership assertions of the local AS and its peers.
The prefix information is validated by checking the
consistency of PALs of the peers around the origin.[7]

The Secure Border Gateway Protocol (S-BGP) was
proposed by BBN to provide strong security for BGP. S-
BGP relies on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to assign
the ownership of an IP prefix to an AS, and to authenticate
the identity of a BGP router. To protect the ASPATH from
modification and truncation, each enroute BGP speaker
verifies route attestations issued by previous ASes in the
ASPATH via their public keys, and when propagating this
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message, appends its own AS number, and creates its own
route attestation via its private key. However, due to
public key cryptography, SBGP is expensive in both
computation and storage. Several efforts have been made
to improve the performance of S-BGP. [9]

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Use of PKI to solve security issues in routing has been
proposed for almost twenty years. However, there are still
two main problems to solve for production routers:
oversubscription of router resources and inter-AS PKI
creation.

In SPV [6], each originating routers needs to generate a
onetime signature that will be verified by its downstream
routers. The one-time signature is the root of a merkle
hash tree generated using the as path field and a secret key
held by the sender. This structure is called an as path
protector and is built over the number of ASes that need to
be protected. For example, if security is required over 15
ASes then the as path protector contains the one-time
signatures of the 15 ASes. Hence, in SPV, each node
needs to generate and verify several hash values. Thus,
for SPV, the cost of signature generation and verification
are comparable although verification is slightly smaller
than signature generation. For comparing SPV, we chose
concept of trusted Autonomous system, in this concept
first autonomous system gets master certificate from
central KDC server and become trusted ASes. After that
each BGP speaker sign UPDATE from last trusted AS to
it. In Symmetric Key Approaches to Securing BGP—use
HASH code (fig-2) for complete route and address prefix
generate by each router then they define only one router is
enough for trust as they generate HASH CODE so its
require more computational task and burden on router as
well as require more time. As well as they use both
algorithm for key distribution central key distribution and
distributed key distribution.

Fig.2. Each AS generates HASH code

The paper “Analysis of Impact of Trust on Secure
Borde Gateway Protocol”[8] shows that only 20% of
trusted nodes in the network can reduce the number of AS-
path verifications by almost 50%. Similarly, the average
number of IP prefix validations is reduced by 80% when

20% of the ASes are trusted. Also, the average number of
public keys is reduced by 67% when 20% of the ASes are
trusted.

From above discussion we conclude that main problem
is for route encryption some researcher use hash code and
some researcher use symmetric key and recently author
Sandeep S Kulkarni introduce hash code with key send in
plain text so when receiver router receive route update and
ip prefix with key in plain text they decrypt route update
and again generate hash code for that and compare with
hash code send by sender or neighbor router. So they
require more computational time and storage requirement.

The above attestation does not prevent a malicious
router from claiming to own a particular AS number and
generating forge routes. In order to verify the owner of an
AS number and the authorization of using it, each route
update is digitally signed by the attestation service upon
the successful attestation challenge. A router is authorized
to use its own private key to sign any valid announcement
only when routes are successfully attested in OUT filters.
The sign is then verified by its neighbors via their own
attestation service (Fig.2)

IV. PROPOSED WORK

Earlier, in the design phases of S-BGP, the BGP traffic
analysis yielded that busy hour rate for a router with 30
peers would be about 5 UPDATE messages per second
[11]. Also, on average, each UPDATE message would
contain about 3.7 ASes. This amounted to a total of
approximately 18 signature verifications per second [4].

However, latest data shows that each UPDATE message
traverses on average 4 ASes and the incoming rate may be
as high as 300 UPDATE messages per second in an attack
scenario [14].

In previous work used so many signatures for attested
each route and requires more time for sign generation and
verification because make some autonomous system
trusted but in this approach up to last trusted AS require
some keys for attested the route and more number of sign
verification & and hash code require more storage in
router, hence overall degrade the performance of internet.
So we proposed that make every Autonomous Systems
trusted using master certificate provide by centralized
KDC server (fig -3) which get database from IANA
(internet assign number authority)[5]. IANA is responsible
to provide a number of autonomous systems and
authorization of ASes. Centralized KDC server also send
public key to each trusted as for encrypt complete route
path. So each BGP speaker only verify network path
between last trusted AS BGP router and it. So in this
approach we require less number of key compare to
previous works.

We design this protocol using NS-2 simulator so that
simulate our protocol graphically and another tool is C-
Language but in C-Language we can’t simulate our
Protocol so we worked on a TCL language of NS-2
Simulator. A centralized controller establishes the
necessary keys among the BGP routers call centralized key
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distribution protocols. Reducing Signature Block Size
Based on Trust between ASes using encryption algorithm.

Fig.3. centralize server which send master certificate as
well as public key to BGP speakers.

A number of ASes gets master certificate from
centralized server so the trusted ASes have master
certificates that distinguish them from the rest of the ASes.
When a trusted node receives an UPDATE message, it
performs verification of the path and address prefix as
specified by the S-BGP protocol. Then, it signs the full
path with its public key. This public key provide to each
BGP speaker by centralized server (fig-3).

When a non trusted node receives an UPDATE message
it checks only the AS-path portion between itself and the
last trusted AS. Address prefix origination is verified only
if no trusted AS is in the path of the UPDATE message.

Using our approach storage cost of route is less compare
to SBGP algorithm because each route not generate private
key and maintain as well. In router only 128 Mb memories
is available so less number of key should be generated so
we use central server which store all keys and send only
one key to all ASes BGP router.

In our approach we use Central Database server which
generate trusted public keys so IN and OUT update require
less time and require less time for verification of route
update.
A. AS-path Verifications

As shown in Fig.4, simulation results demonstrate that
20% of trusted nodes in the network can reduce the
number of ASpath verifications by almost 50%. The
coefficient of correlation between the theoretical and
experimental results is 0.9998. The high coefficient values
serves as a strong indicator for accuracy in both the
theoretical as well as the simulation analysis. In our
research we makes neighbors autonomous systems trusted

with help of provide SSL certificate by third party server
so less verification time require almost 90 %.

V. CONCLUSION

We make such key contribution in this paper. First, we
show that efficiency and security for BGP could be
achieved by adding trust on BGP routers. So that we
require less number of keys for attested the route instead
of hash code. Second, for confidentiality we use
asymmetric approach for routing table encryption and
decryption. In this approach centralized KDC server send
public key for encryption of routing table to each trusted
autonomous system and each BGP speaker has own
private key for decryption of routing table. We make each
AS become trusted using master certificate so each BGP
speaker require verification between last trusted router to
it. For authorization we use master certificate provide by
KDC server to each AS which unique certificate number
add in route UPDATE. So base on this certificate number
verify authorize router. Our main purpose is generate less
number of keys for encryption as well as attested complete
route and less time require for verification of digital
signature. So we make all autonomous systems  become
trusted therefore only single sign verification require from
last trusted router to itself. So using this approach overall
performance of internet is upgrade.
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